KTÜ YDYO
2012-2013 EĞİTİM-ÖĞRETİM YILI
EĞİTİM BİLİMLERİ ENSTİTÜSÜ YÜKSEK LİSANS HAZIRLIK MUAFİYET SINAVI

ADI-SOYADI:         -A-         05.02.2013
ÖĞR. NO:            50x1.5 = 75 PUAN         Süre: 100 dak.

Not: Tüm yanıtlar, cevap anahtarına işaretlenecektir; soru sayfalarındaki işaretlemeler değerlendirmeye alınmayacaktır.

A. 1 – 22. sorularda, cümlede boş bırakılan yere uygun düşen sözcüğü bulunuz.

1. Russia ________ with spacecraft for several years when the United States began its space program.
   a. was experimenting   b. may experiment   c. had been experimenting
   d. has been experimenting   e. experiments

2. We ________ to Bodrum for our vacation instead of Antalya, but I did not want to go there.
   a. can go   b. could have gone   c. should tell   d. must have gone   e. can tell

3. The milkman looks like a snowman. It ________ heavily outside.
   a. will be snowing   b. may be snowing   c. must be snowing
   d. should be snowing   e. can be snowing

4. He was the oldest person ___ underwent a heart transplant operation.
   a. which   b. whose   c. where   d. who   e. whom

5. When I was younger, I ____ five kilometers every day, but now I have to take rests when I try to do the same thing.
   a. should be able to run   b. have to run   c. can run
   d. could run   e. could be run

6. If you don't want to get wet, you had better ________ this umbrella with you.
   a. took   b. to take   c. for taking   d. taking   e. take

7. A cinema is a place ________ we can see films.
   a. who   b. where   c. when   d. why   e. which

8. I need ---------- new tires for my car because old ones need ----------.
   a. to buy / repairing   b. to buy / to repair   c. buying / repairing
   d. to buy / repaired   e. buying / to repair

9. Juri Gagarin, _____ was the first astronaut ____ went to space, is regarded as the one of the leaders of the space age.
   a. who / which   b. that / who   c. who / who   d. - / who   e. which / -

10. I like neo-classical folk music, _____ my sister enjoys listening pop music.
    a. despite   b. whereas   c. because of   d. as long as   e. as

11. Since my father _____, I have been working for 4 years to support my family.
    a. was retiring   b. had retired   c. retiring   d. had retiring   e. is retired

12. Anyone ________ in history of Turkey is welcome to our meeting on the history of Anatolia.
    a. who interested   b. interested   c. interests   d. was interesting   e. interesting

13. ---------- the fact that Tom has worked with computers for many years, he has an excellent understanding of their limitations as well as their potential.
    a. Since   b. Even though   c. In spite of   d. Because   e. Because of

14. The accident was her mistake. If she ________ a seat belt, she ________ injured.
    a. wore / will be   b. has worn / would have been   c. had worn / wouldn't have been
    d. will wear / couldn't have been   e. wears / can be
15. Ahmet was here yesterday. _________, I didn’t talk to him.
   a. However        b. Consequently        c. if        d. Because        e. In case

16. Instruction manuals are intended _______ how _______ electronic devices.
   a. show / to use        b. showing / use        c. to show / using        d. showing / to use        e. to show / to use

17. Today, there are lots of different action movies on TV. You can watch _______ one you like.
   a. whoever        b. whichever        c. whenever        d. whatever        e. however

18. As you know as a matter of fact if you _____ a cup of water, you will see that it _____ evaporate.
   a. were heating / would have        b. heats / will        c. had heat / would        d. heat / will        e. will heat / can

19. He studies really hard; _________, he finds English easy.
   a. yet        b. therefore        c. likewise        d. besides        e. but

20. He is certainly the best player in the team. _________, he is very unpopular with the other members.
   a. Therefore        b. Because        c. Moreover        d. On the other hand        e. Since

21. It is announced by the government that anyone _______ to pay their bill _______ for extra charge.
   a. refuses / will fine        b. refused/ to fine        c. refuse / will be fined        d. refusing / fined        e. refusing / will be fined

22. His car was _____ comfortable _____ I felt like I was home.
   a. so / that        b. too / that        c. such / that        d. as / as        e. neither / nor

B- 23 - 26. sorularda altı çizili kelimelerden yanlış olanı işaretleyiniz.

23. The car which stolen yesterday has not been found yet.
   a. b        c        d        e

24. Most of the medical care that is provided by these young members is intended preventing disease.
   a. b        c        d        e

25. Neither I nor my friends wants to go to the picnic because of the bad weather in Trabzon.
   a. b        c        d        e

26. Because of he knows English, he does not have to study for his English exam on June.
   a. b        c        d        e

C- 27 - 30. sorularda verilmiş olan tümceleri en uygun şekilde tamamlayacak seçeneği işaretleyiniz.

27. Isn’t that the woman ___?
   a) which is responsible for the design of the Chinese gardens
   b) that he lost his temper at the board meeting
   c) who have just returned from a business conference in Katmandu
   d) whose daughter has won a scholarship
   e) where I want to visit

28. All pills should be kept in a safe place ___.
   a) in case there were any side effects
   b) if they can be found in an emergency
   c) because I like it very much
   d) so that they were kept cool
   e) where small children cannot reach them

29. ___ by the time they got her to the hospital.
   a) The cause of the accident will be fully understood
   b) He has been critically ill
   c) The condition of the patient had deteriorated considerably
   d) They still don’t realize how serious his situation is
   e) John is sleeping
30. I wished I hadn't given him a vocation in this firm ____.
   a) when I saw him behaving in such an irresponsible manner
   b) unless he makes a big effort to prove he can be useful
   c) wherever a suitable vacancy may occur
   d) that my father was a founding member
   e) because he works really hard

31. Morocco, a country famous for its coffee, is situated on the North West coast of Africa.
   a) Fas Afrika’nın güneybatısında yer almaktadır ve kahvesiyle ünlüdür.
   b) Afrika’nın doğu kıyısında bulunan Fas, safarileri ile ünlü bir ülke olarak bilinmektedir.
   c) Kahvesiyle bilinen ve bir Afrika ülkesi olan Fas, kıtanın kuzey kıyısı yer alır.
   d) Afrika’nın kuzeybatı kıyısında yer alan Fas, kahvesiyle ünlüdür.
   e) Kahvesiyle ünlü bir ülke olan Fas, Afrika’nın kuzeybatı kıyısı yer alır.

32. One of the aims of this interview is to assess whether or not you are the right person for the job.
   a) Bu görüşmenin tek amacı iş için ne derece uygun olduğunuzu belirlemektir.
   b) İş için doğru kişilerden biri olup olmadığını görüşme sonunda karar verecek.
   c) Bu görüşmenin amaçlarından biri iş için doğru kişi olup olmadığını değerlendirmektir.
   d) Görüşmeler, iş için doğru kişi olup olmadığını değerlendirmek için yapılar.
   e) Bu görüşmenin en önemli amacı, işe uygunluğunuzu ölçmektir.

33. Bilgisayarın icadının, yaşamımızda etkili olduğu biliniyor.
   a) It is known that the invention of the computer has been influential on our lives.
   b) Everybody says that the invention of the computer has been influential on our lives.
   c) It is known that invention of the computer has been less influential on our lives.
   d) The computer is the most influential invention of our lives.
   e) I know well that the invention of the computer is very influential in our lives.

34. Bana söylenen senin söylediğinden tamamen farklı olsa da ben sana inanıyorum.
   a) What I can rely on is the similarity between what you and they told me.
   b) Many dissimilar things were told me, so I don't believe you.
   c) Even if what I was told is thoroughly different than what you said, I believe you.
   d) Only if you tell me the truth will I believe you but them.
   e) As what you’ve told me and what I’ve been told are totally different, I can’t believe in you.

35. What is worthless to one person may be valuable to someone else.
   a) Everybody shares the same thoughts about what is valuable and what is not.
   b) If something is worthy, this fact doesn’t change according to the person.
   c) Most people think in the same way about ‘value’.
   d) The concept of value differs from one person to another.
   e) Something is valuable for everyone.

36. Everyone told Ann that Jack was the worst choice to get married to, but she did not listen to anybody.
   a) We all told Ann to get married to Jack, but she did not listen.
   b) Everybody told Jack not to get married to Ann because she was the worst choice.
   c) Ann got married to the worst man in the universe.
   d) Ann did not listen to Jack and refused to get married.
   e) They all said that Jack was the worst choice to get married, but Ann ignored them.

37. The critiques are still debating whether or not she deserves to get that cinema award.
   a) The critiques have already agreed that she should be given that award.
   b) The critiques didn’t like her performance in the play, so they didn’t give the award to her.
   c) The critiques haven’t decided if she ought to be given that award or not, yet.
   d) Some critiques refused to give that award to such an inexperienced actress.
   e) She still hasn’t decided yet if she is the right person to be awarded.
38. Vegetables should be washed in water for not less than 45 seconds.
   a) Less than 45 seconds is needed in order to wash vegetables properly.
   b) Vegetables don’t have to be washed before they are eaten.
   c) Unless you wash vegetables properly, you will need 45 seconds to cook them.
   d) You had better wash vegetables at a minimum time of 45 seconds.
   e) You shouldn’t wash vegetables more than 45 seconds.

39-41. soruları aşağıdaki parçaya göre cevaplayınız.

Nowhere else in Italy is the art of making pasta so perfected as in Emilia. An ordinary housewife, in half an hour, can
make enough taglierini, a kind of pasta, for a dozen people. With eggs and flour and just a drop of water she makes the
dough. With a long rolling pin, she presses it out into circular sheets, paper thin. She then cuts it into ribbons a quarter
of an inch in width. In Rome this pasta is called fettucine, and is boiled and drained like spaghetti, and served swimming
in butter and melted cheese. In Emilia, they prefer it served with; a sauce of meat, tomato, herbs and mushrooms. In
Genoa, the same pasta, made in exactly the same way, is served all pesto — with an uncooked sauce of garlic, herbs and
olive oil.

39- Housewives in Emilia ...........
   A) usually make the pasta special to their town
   B) make the most economical pasta in Italy
   C) usually cook for twelve or more people
   D) make most of the pasta produced in Italy
   E) are the best at making pasta in Italy

40- Clearly, in Rome, people ............
   A) prefer Jettucine to taglierini
   B) enjoy eating pasta with dairy products
   C) would rather eat spaghetti than Jettucine
   D) like to eat pasta on the riverbanks
   E) cook/jettucine in butter, not in water

41- From what the author says about taglierini and at pesto, we can understand that ...........
   A) they are cooked in different ways
   B) the people in Genoa eat much less pasta
   C) the Genoans generally use more herbs in cooking
   D) they are the same pasta with different names
   E) the people from Emilia like a thicker sauce

42-44. soruları aşağıdadaki parçaya göre cevaplayınız.

All contact lenses are now made of plastic, but hard and soft varieties are available. The newer and more expensive soft
lenses can be bent and will return to their original shape. Made of water-absorbing plastic, they cause very little
discomfort and can be worn for as short or as long a period as you like. Lenses of hard plastic do cause discomfort
during the adjustment period and must be worn regularly so that another break-in period isn't necessary. However,
vision through soft contacts isn't as good as through hard contacts. Another disadvantage of soft lenses is their
tendency to absorb eye secretions and mists from hair spray, room deodorant and the like.

42- One advantage soft contact lenses have over hard ones is that they
   A) are made of natural products
   B) are completely flexible
   C) correct short-sightedness
   D) aren't as expensive
   E) come in two varieties

43- We learn from the passage that hard plastic lenses ..........
   A) are water absorbent
   B) must not be worn too often
   C) are initially uncomfortable
   D) may break if dropped
   E) do not provide clear vision
44- We can conclude from the passage that a person wearing soft plastic lenses ........ 
A) ought to use them for short periods 
B) has to get them adjusted by the optician 
C) won't have any difficulty seeing clearly 
D) should avoid using aerosol sprays 
E) doesn't need to have them checked frequently

45- We understand from, the passage that a race ........ 
A) has become a branch of biology in modern times 
B) is a characteristic that is learnt rather than inherited 
C) is a large group of people who are physically similar 
D) is the general term which means physical appearance 
E) refers to social status of people rather than physical features

46- It is clear from the passage that ...... . 
A) skin colour is the only reliable determining factor in classifying races 
B) a common way of classifying races is inadequate 
C) many people in India are actually Negroid 
D) it is always obvious which race a particular person belongs to 
E) pure races present no problems to the biologist

47- One idea emphasized in the passage is that ........ .
A) some races are superior to others 
B) there are only a few pure races in the world 
C) biological classification of the human species has some drawbacks 
D) a new classification of races should be developed 
E) it is more difficult to classify races as it would seem at first sight

48- It is clear from the passage that ...... .
A) aggression is not acceptable according to moral values 
B) women hide their natural aggression, but it can easily be brought out 
C) boxing can stimulate the potential aggression in women 
D) it generally pays to be aggressive 
E) the most respected jobs are also the best paid

49- One conclusion we can derive from the passage is that women ........ .
A) have to fight the prejudice held against them in society 
B) should not be employed in extremely competitive sectors 
C) have already taken part in science and industry despite their lack of aggression 
D) are less successful than man even at school 
E) are presently at a disadvantage when it comes to getting the top jobs
We can conclude from the passage that .......

A) there would be fewer wars if science and industry were controlled by women
B) science and industry would benefit by hiring less aggressive people
C) people can be trained to be competitive
D) women in general find working in science and industry unpleasant
E) boxing is not popular among women because it is too competitive

---
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2012-2013 EĞİTİM-ÖĞRETİM YILI
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ADI-SOYADI: -B- 05.02.2013
ÖĞR. NO: 50x1.5= 75 PUAN Süre: 100 dak.

Note: Tüm yanıtlar, evren anahtarına işaretlenecektir; soru sayfalarındaki işaretlemeler değerlendirimeye alınmayacaktır.

B- 1 – 4. Sorularda altı çizili kelimelerden yanlış olanı işaretleyiniz.

1. Because of he knows English, he does not have to study for his English exam on June.
   a) he knows English  b) does not  c) to study  d) for  e) on

2. Neither I nor my friends wants to go to the picnic because of the bad weather in Trabzon.
   a) I nor my friends  b) wants  c) to go  d) because of  e) in

3. Most of the medical care that is provided by these young members is intended preventing disease.
   a) of  b) that is provided  c) is intended  d) preventing  e) disease

4. The car which stolen yesterday has not been found yet.
   a) car  b) which  c) stolen  d) not  e) been

A.5 – 26. sorularda, cümlede boş bırakılan yere uygun düşen sözcüğü bulunuz.

5. His car was ____ comfortable ____ I felt like I was home.
   a) so / that  b) too / that  c) such / that  d) as / as  e) neither / nor

6. He studies really hard; __________, he finds English easy.
   a) yet  b) therefore  c) likewise  d) besides  e) but

7. Instruction manuals are intended ________ how ________ electronic devices.
   a) show / to use  b) showing / use  c) to show / using  d) showing / to use  e) to show / to use

8. He is certainly the best player in the team ________, he is very unpopular with the other members.
   a) Therefore  b) Because  c) Moreover  d) On the other hand  e) Since

9. As you know as a matter of fact if you _____ a cup of water, you will see that it _____ evaporate.
   a) were heating / would have  b) heats / will  c) had heat / would  d) heat / will  e) will heat / can

10. It is announced by the government that anyone ________ to pay their bill ________ for extra charge.
    a) refuses / will fine  b) refused / to fine  c) refuse / will be fined  
    d) refusing / fined  e) refusing / will be fined

11. Today, there are lots of different action movies on TV. You can watch ________ one you like.
    a) whoever  b) whichever  c) whenever  d) whatever  e) however

12. A cinema is a place ________ we can see films.
    a) who  b) where  c) when  d) why  e) which

13. When I was younger, I ____ five kilometers every day, but now I have to take rests when I try to do the same thing.
    a) should be able to run  b) have to run  c) can run
    d) could run  e) could be run

14. I need ________ new tires for my car because old ones need ________.
    a) to buy / repairing  b) to buy / to repair  c) buying / repairing
    d) to buy / repaired  e) buying / to repair
15. If you don’t want to get wet, you had better _______ this umbrella with you.
   a. took  b. to take  c. for taking  d. taking  e. take

16. Juri Gagarin, _____ was the first astronaut ____ went to space, is regarded as the one of the leaders of the space age.
   a. who / which  b. that / who  c. who / who  d. - / who  e. which / -

17. We _______ to Bodrum for our vacation instead of Antalya, but I did not want to go there.
   a. can go  b. could have gone  c. should tell  d. must have gone  e. can tell

18. He was the oldest person ___ underwent a heart transplant operation.
   a. which  b. whose  c. where  d. who  e. whom

19. The milkman looks like a snowman. It _______ heavily outside.
   a. will be snowing  b. may be snowing  c. must be snowing  
   d. should be snowing  e. can be snowing

20. Russia ________ with spacecraft for several years when the United States began its space program.
   a. was experimenting  b. may experiment  c. had been experimenting  
   d. has been experimenting  e. experiments

21. Since my father ______, I have been working for 4 years to support my family.
   a. was retiring  b. had retired  c. retiring  d. had retiring  e. is retired

22. ---------- the fact that Tom has worked with computers for many years, he has an excellent understanding of their limitations as well as their potential.
   a. Since  b. Even though  c. In spite of  d. Because  e. Because of

23. Anyone _____ in history of Turkey is welcome to our meeting on the history of Anatolia.
   a. who interested  b. interested  c. interests  d. was interesting  e. interesting

24. I like neo-classical folk music, _____ my sister enjoys listening pop music.
   a. despite  b. whereas  c. because of  d. as long as  e. as

25. The accident was her mistake. If she _______ a seat belt, she _________ injured.
   a. wore / will be  b. has worn / would have ben  c. had worn / wouldn’t have been
   d. will wear / couldn’t have been  e. wears / can be

26. Ahmet was here yesterday. __________, I didn’t talk to him.
   a. However  b. Consequently  c. if  d. Because  e. In case


27. Bana söyledien senin söylediğinden tamamen farklı olsa da ben sana inanıyorum.
   a) What I can rely on is the similarity between what you and they told me.
   b) Many dissimilar things were told me, so I don’t believe you.
   c) Even if what I was told is thoroughly different than what you said, I believe you.
   d) Only if you tell me the truth will I believe you but them.
   e) As what you’ve told me and what I’ve been told are totally different, I can’t believe in you.

   a) It is known that the invention of the computer has been influential on our lives.
   b) Everybody says that the invention of the computer has been influential on our lives.
   c) It is known that invention of the computer has been less influential on our lives.
   d) The computer is the most influential invention of our lives.
   e) I know well that the invention of the computer is very influential in our lives.

29. Morocco, a country famous for its coffee, is situated on the North West coast of Africa.
   a) Fas Afrika’nın güney batısında yer almaktadır ve kahvesiyle ünlüdür.
   b) Afrika’nın doğru kıyasında bulunan Fas, safarileri ile ünlü bir ülke olarak bilinmektedir.
   c) Kahvesiyle bilinen ve bir Afrika ülkesi olan Fas, kitanın kuzey kıyasında yer alır.
d) Afrika’nın kuzey batı kıyasında yer alan Fas, kahvesiyle ünlüdür.

30. One of the aims of this interview is to assess whether or not you are the right person for the job.
   a) Bu görüşmenin tek amacı iş için ne derece uygun olduğunu belirlemektir.
   b) İş için doğru kişilerden biri olup olmadığını görüşme sonunda karar verilecek.
   c) Bu görüşmenin amaçlarından biri iş için doğru kişi olup olmadığını değerlendirmektir.
   d) Görüşmeler, iş için doğru kişi olup olmadığını değerlendirmek için yapıılıyor.
   e) Bu görüşmenin en önemli amacı, işe uygunluğunu ölçmektir.

31. What is worthless to one person may be valuable to someone else.
   a) Everybody shares the same thoughts about what is valuable and what is not.
   b) If something is worthy, this fact doesn’t change according to the person.
   c) Most people think in the same way about ‘value’.
   d) The concept of value differs from one person to another.
   e) Something is valuable for everyone.

32. Everyone told Ann that Jack was the worst choice to get married to, but she did not listen to anybody.
   a) We all told Ann to get married to Jack, but she did not listen.
   b) Everybody told Jack not to get married to Ann because she was the worst choice.
   c) Ann got married to the worst man in the universe.
   d) Ann did not listen to Jack and refused to get married.
   e) They all said that Jack was the worst choice to get married, but Ann ignored them.

33. The critiques are still debating whether or not she deserves to get that cinema award.
   a) The critiques have already agreed that she should be given that award.
   b) The critiques didn’t like her performance in the play, so they didn’t give the award to her.
   c) The critiques haven’t decided if she ought to be given that award or not, yet.
   d) Some critiques refused to give that award to such an inexperienced actress.
   e) She still hasn’t decided yet if she is the right person to be awarded.

34. Vegetables should be washed in water for not less than 45 seconds.
   a) Less than 45 seconds is needed in order to wash vegetables properly.
   b) Vegetables don’t have to be washed before they are eaten.
   c) Unless you wash vegetables properly, you will need 45 seconds to cook them.
   d) You had better wash vegetables at a minimum time of 45 seconds.
   e) You shouldn’t wash vegetables more than 45 seconds.

C- 35 - 38. Sorularda verilmiş olan tümceleri en uygun şekilde tamamlayacak seçeneği işaretleyiniz.

35. I wished I hadn’t given him a vocation in this firm ___.
   a) when I saw him behaving in such an irresponsible manner
   b) unless he makes a big effort to prove he can be useful
   c) wherever a suitable vacancy may occur
   d) that my father was a founding member
   e) because he works really hard

36. ___ by the time they got her to the hospital.
   a) The cause of the accident will be fully understood
   b) He has been critically ill
   c) The condition of the patient had deteriorated considerably
   d) They still don’t realize how serious his situation is
   e) John is sleeping

37. All pills should be kept in a safe place ___.
   a) in case there were any side effects
   b) if they can be found in an emergency
c) because I like it very much
d) so that they were kept cool
e) where small children cannot reach them

38. Isn't that the woman ____?
a) which is responsible for the design of the Chinese gardens
b) that he lost his temper at the board meeting
c) who have just returned from a business conference in Katmandu
d) whose daughter has won a scholarship
e) where I want to visit

As a biological concept, race refers to a large group of people who share certain inherited physical characteristics. These characteristics may include particular skin colour, head shape, hair type, nose shape or blood type. One common classification of races recognizes three groups: Caucasoid, Mongoloid and Negroid, all of whom have different coloured skin and other differing characteristics. However, there are at least two important problems with such a classification of races. First, some groups fit into none of these categories, like people of the Indian subcontinent who have Caucasoid features but dark skin. The other problem is that, with so many intermarriages, there are no pure races today.

39. We understand from the passage that a race .......
A) has become a branch of biology in modern times
B) is a characteristic that is learnt rather than inherited
C) is a large group of people who are physically similar
D) is the general term which means physical appearance
E) refers to social status of people rather than physical features

40. It is clear from the passage that .......
A) skin colour is the only reliable determining factor in classifying races
B) a common way of classifying races is inadequate
C) many people in India are actually Negroid
D) it is always obvious which race a particular person belongs to
E) pure races present no problems to the biologist

41. One idea emphasized in the passage is that .........
A) some races are superior to others
B) there are only a few pure races in the world
C) biological classification of the human species has some drawbacks
D) a new classification of races should be developed
E) it is more difficult to classify races as it would seem at first sight

In the world we live in, the aggressive person, the one who is forceful in his or her demands, is usually the one who gets the biggest salary and the best job. Since men are traditionally trained from an early age to be aggressive, they are the ones most often picked for the most important positions. Many people criticise this situation, and feel that women have an equal contribution to make in science and industry. Some have gone so far as to suggest that girls should be given aggression lessons in school. This does not mean that every little girl should take boxing lessons. One suggestion is for games that teach competition.

42. It is clear from the passage that .......
A) aggression is not acceptable according to moral values
B) women hide their natural aggression, but it can easily be brought out
C) boxing can stimulate the potential aggression in women
D) it generally pays to be aggressive
E) the most respected jobs are also the best paid

43. One conclusion we can derive from the passage is that women .........
A) have to fight the prejudice held against them in society
B) should not be employed in extremely competitive sectors
C) have already taken part in science and industry despite their lack of aggression
D) are less successful than man even at school
E) are presently at a disadvantage when it comes to getting the top jobs

44- We can conclude from the passage that ........ .
A) there would be fewer wars if science and industry were controlled by women
B) science and industry would benefit by hiring less aggressive people
C) people can be trained to be competitive
D) women in general find working in science and industry unpleasant
E) boxing is not popular among women because it is too competitive

F-45- 47. Soruları aşağıdaki parçaya göre cevaplayınız.
Nowhere else in Italy is the art of making pasta so perfected as in Emilia. An ordinary housewife, in half an hour, can make enough laglierini, a kind of pasta, for a dozen people. With eggs and flour and just a drop of water she makes the dough. With a long rolling pin, she presses it out into circular sheets, paper thin. She then cuts it into ribbons a quarter of an inch in width. In Rome this pasta is called fettucine, and is boiled and drained like spaghetti, and served swimming in butter and melted cheese. In Emilia, they prefer it served will; a sauce of meat, tomato, herbs and mushrooms. In Genoa, the same pasta, made in exactly the same way, is served al pesto — with an uncooked sauce of garlic, herbs and olive oil.

45- Housewives in Emilia ........ .
A) usually make the pasta special to their town
B) make the most economical pasta in Italy
C) usually cook for twelve or more people
D) make most of the pasta produced in Italy
E) are the best at making pasta in Italy

46- Clearly, in Rome, people ........ .
A) prefer fettucine to taglierini
B) enjoy eating pasta with dairy products
C) would rather eat spaghetti than fettucine
D) like to eat pasta on the riverbanks
E) cook fettucine in butter, not in water

47- From what the author says about taglierini and at pesto, we can understand that ........ .
A) they are cooked in different ways
B) the people in Genoa eat much less pasta
C) the Genoans generally use more herbs in cooking
D) they are the same pasta with different names
E) the people from Emilia like a thicker sauce

All contact lenses are now made of plastic, but hard and soft varieties are available. The newer and more expensive soft lenses can be bent and will return to their original shape. Made of water-absorbing plastic, they cause very little discomfort and can be worn for as short or as long a period as you like. Lenses of hard plastic do cause discomfort during the adjustment period and must be worn regularly so that another break-in period isn't necessary. However, vision through soft contacts isn't as good as through hard contacts. Another disadvantage of soft lenses is their tendency to absorb eye secretions and mists from hair spray, room deodorant and the like.

48- One advantage soft contact lenses have over hard ones is that they
A) are made of natural products
B) are completely flexible
C) correct short-sightedness
D) aren't as expensive
E) come in two varieties

49- We learn from the passage that hard plastic lenses ........ .
A) are water absorbent
B) must not be worn too often
C) are initially uncomfortable
D) may break if dropped
E) do not provide clear vision

50- We can conclude from the passage that a person wearing soft plastic lenses ........ .
A) ought to use them for short periods
B) has to get them adjusted by the optician
C) won't have any difficulty seeing clearly
D) should avoid using aerosol sprays
E) doesn't need to have them checked frequently

I- Aşağıdaki konu hakkında 100-150 kelimeklık bir paragraph yazınız:
“SMOKING IS BAD FOR PEOPLE’S HEALTH” (25 PUAN)
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